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BMW Celebrates Its Centennial in Monterey 

ON THE COVER 
Some of BMW’s most important 
cars of its 100 year history pose 
at Laguna Seca Raceway during 
the Monterey Car Weekend. 

volunteers. The ACM location will  
may well become the new location  
for all-member car shows. Previous  
Concours have been judged events,  
but not everyone wants to spend the 
time and effort cleaning every surface  
of their car. They would rather show  
off their pride and joy and visit with  
other members who share the same 
BMW passion. Put August 5, 2017 on 
your calendar. This time it will be a 
gathering all BMWs with convertibles  
as our featured cars. Of course, by  
popular demand, there will a BMW-
Roundel frosted cake!
 What you may not see is the work 
done by the board of directors to keep 
the chapter functioning day to day. One 
important Chapter activity is to put on 
events of all kinds. 
 The track program, led by Tom Olsson,  
is a core activity and part of the DNA of 
the chapter. Tom organizes the instructor  
corps and pairs them with drivers on 
track days. This is no small task. With 
Dana Lantz, our Registrar, the whole 
operation works quite smoothly. We are 
also very good at organizing car shows 
like M Car Day and E30 Picnic run by 
Lance Richert, Burgers and BMWs by 
Rick Gulstrom and Deutsch Marque  
by Steve Questad. Dyno Days is our 
tech event by Jeff Butler. And our  
Driving Tours continue to be directed 
by Ed Walker. As president, I got to  
be involved in all of these events. And  
I just loved it!
 Zündfolge, the official publication  
of the Chapter, has now been in press 
for 40+ years. David Lightfoot has been 
the driving force and Editor-in-Chief  
of this publication. I have been a  
contributor now for about five years. 
David and I truly enjoy putting the 
Zündfolge together each issue, not  
without some long hours and work.  
But we are always proud of the finished 
product. 
 In the future, look to the website  
and ATS (Around the Sound) emails 
as the primary communication tool 
with members. Being able to announce 

President’s Column

By the time you all read this  
article, my term as President of the 
Puget Sound Region Chapter of BMW 
CCA will be over. It doesn’t seem that 
two years have passed since I took over 
as President and Ed Walker as Vice 
President. Some of you may also know 
Ed as the Driving Tours Director.
 When I took over leadership of the 
Chapter, I thought it would be an inter-
esting ride. Indeed it has been, and in 
so many ways. But what did we actually 
accomplish these past two years? 
 For one, we organized a huge BMW 
centennial celebration at America’s Car 
Museum, setting a record for the largest 
event in the history of the Chapter. It 
was a herculean task to be sure, accom-
plished only by the support and efforts 
of the Board of Directors and many  

Steve Libby and Michelle Miller at  
DirtFish Rally School.

upcoming events between Zündfolge 
issues is important to increase partici-
pation. Electronic communication is  
replacing print media almost everywhere  
and we are no exception. However,  
I will still be involved in Zündfolge, 
writing my usual columns.
 Finally, it has been a pleasure to serve 
as your President these past two years. 
I have met many more members these 
and hope to meet more in the future. 
Our chapter is very much alive and 
evolving. But we need your help to keep 
us moving forward. I am not going away, 
but will be working on Chapter activities.  
Our new president will have the keys 
soon and I will be a very good back  
seat driver!
 Thank you all for your support of 
the Chapter. Without your continued 
support, it would cease to exist. Get out 
there and drive. Sign up for a skills day 
and see what those BMW engineers 
have created. And most importantly, get 
involved in the Chapter. We need you!
 See you on the road,

Steve Libby, President, Instructor  
Puget Sound Chapter BMW CCA
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Zündfolge Changes
the chapter changes with time and technology 
in terms of how we communicate with our members. 
Zündfolge was eleven issues per year for many years. 
A couple of years ago we went to six issues per year. 
For 2017, we will be going to four quarterly issues. 
 We have found that virtually everyone who attends  
Chapter events hears about them via an electronic 
form of media, be it Around the Sound, Facebook  
or the Chapter website. Almost no one attends events 
based on reading a promotion in Zündfolge. In  
addition, we can communicate faster and cheaper  
via electronic means. We can also do more.
 A good example of this is the Monterey Weekend  
coverage in this issue. This was BMW’s biggest 
celebration of their centennial outside Munich, so 
it is something Chapter members are likely to have 
interest in. But there is only room for so many photos 
in this magazine. Meanwhile, the Chapter website has 
had for over a month more photos than you will find 
here plus an imbedded link to a great video on the 
restoration of the Elvis Presley 507. We can’t do that 
in print. 
 With the decreased frequency of Zündfolge we 
will upgrade the Chapter website and will use it and 
other electronic forms more. Look for these changes 
in the new year.

 

the tech events committee is looking to add a 
few new team members for this coming year. You are 
a perfect fit if you think about these things: Have you 
ever wondered how something works so you took “it” 
apart to figure it out? Are you a generator of a social 
get together and want to expand your game? Have 
you always wished “they” would just do that one 
event but it hasn’t happened yet? You love BMWs 
and just want to give back to the community and 
have fun. 
 Join the technical events committee and start 
planning 2017 events. A fall meeting will be held in 
the October/November time frame at a local venue 
to start. Please contact jeff@hauryscollision.com for 
details. Hurry, spaces are limited and will go fast. 

Jeff Butler

Join the Tech Event  
Committee for 2017
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The Next 100 Years

over the last year we’ve reviewed 
BMW’s history from 1916 to 2016. 
BMW’s first 100 years were fraught  
with several near death experiences.  
Being a German company didn’t help. 
At the end of both world wars BMW  
almost went out of business. In 1959 

there was a third brush with corporate 
death that almost ended with BMW  
becoming a part of Mercedes-Benz. 
Since the Quandt investment in 1959 
and the debut of the New Class in 1961 
things have improved. And even when 
things have gone poorly, BMW has had 
the strength to weather the storm. 
 BMW’s theme for their centennial 
year is The Next 100 Years. The company  
starts its second century from a position 
of strength. They have great products 
and one of the strongest brands in the 
world. But they will face an industry 
entering a period of upheaval that is 
unprecedented. 
 The industry will have to take cars 
out of the environmental discussion. 
Private car ownership may cease to be 
desirable. The comprehensive cost of 
cost ownership is too high. BMW  
competitors will likely be new companies  

The BMW Vision Next 100 is BMW’s 
guess at what we will be driving in terms 
of BMWs in the future.

with disruptive technologies rather than 
their traditional rivals. And what does 
‘The Ultimate Driving Machine’ mean 
when cars drive themselves?
 There is much to admire in BMW’s 
comprehensive approach to their i cars, 
in particular the revolutionary end-
to-end solution for the production of 
carbon fiber to reduce weight. But will 
the Germans be up to the challenges 
of Silicon Valley and Asia? The history 
isn’t good. 
 In the meantime, these are the good 
old days. How is it that we can still buy 
a street car that will do 150 mph? What 
justification is there for that? I don’t 
know how this has been overlooked 
but every day at the track in a BMW 
is a gift. Let’s enjoy the extraordinary 
performance of these cars for as long  
as we can.

David Lightfoot
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the ninth annual m car day saw 
another large fleet of M Cars descend 
on Griot’s Garage Flagship Retail Store 
on September 24 for a morning of M 
related camaraderie.
 Around 160 M Cars were in attendance,  
with the newer M3s and M4s showing 
up in larger numbers compared to last 
year. They were complemented by the 
still strong showing of ’80s vintage E24, 
E28 and E30 M Cars (M6, M5 and M3). 
We saw folks with M Cars from as far 
away as Portland and Vancouver B.C.
 BMW Northwest brought a small 
fleet of interesting M Cars to show off. 

Ninth Annual M Car Day Recap
Most interesting had to be the M4 GTS 
that was displayed on the plaza level.
Griot’s Garage was our gracious host for  
the ninth year. This year they welcomed 
the large group with 25 dozen donuts, 
gallons of coffee and free refills of every 
empty Speed Shine bottle that folks 
could find and bring in. They thought 
their 40-gallon barrel of Speed Shine 
would easily take care of the group. They  
quickly had to start busting out additional  
one gallon containers from the stock 
room to keep up with the empty bottles, 
eventually distributing 65 gallons of 
Speed Shine. Thanks Griot’s Garage!

 We tightened up the schedule  
compared to previous years and held 
the popular raffle at noon, with eight 
to ten items each donated from Griot’s 
Garage and BMW Northwest.
 Fun Fact: I thought they tapped into 
a special mountain spring of Speed 
Shine at the base of Mount Rainer. 
Actually I learned that Griots Garage 
produce Speed Shine in the R&D and 
Distribution Center in Indianapolis!
We’ll see you all at the Tenth Annual  
M Car Day in 2017, date TBD.

Lance Richert
Chair, M Car Day

M Car Day Sponsor Griot’s Garage refilled Speed Shine bottles 
to the tune of 65 gallons.

The new M4 GTS is a rare bird.

BMW Northwest brought a number of interesting M Cars.
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MOTOR SPORTS
the 2016 track season was pretty 
exciting in my opinion! We had only one 
day, the last track event of the year at 
The Ridge, where pontoons on the cars 
might have been useful! For those who 
were there, you all learned how to hone 
your wet-driving skills. All cars came 
home on their own power, just a little 
wet. In fact, we had an incident-free 
event for the entire year, a testament  
to the driving skills of the drivers!  
Let’s continue this into 2017!
 For the coming year, we will continue 
to have run-group leaders and have 
them organize download sessions. I  
have received numerous comments on 
how well the download sessions are 
working. This past year, we added a 
D-group leader which I think has really 
helped educate new drivers and build 
confidence. Does it take a dedicated  
instructor to be willing to wrangle all 
you drivers;? Yes, but that is part of  
being an instructor. I encourage you all 
to take advantage of these sessions. As 
you move up to C-B-A groups, we will 
show you alternative lines, analysis of 
corner entry-exit point, and advanced 
car handling skills. Note, this is not racing  
and we do not run a racing school.  
If you have the desire to go racing, 
check out the PRO3 Line or talk with  
a PRO3 racer!
 Perhaps one of the main reasons for 
attending the run-group sessions is to 
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become acquainted with other drivers  
in that group. Remember, you will be 
sharing the track with them, letting them  
by, being let by, and having lunch! Get to  
know your run group members. We will  
be sending out a group email to each 
group. Hopefully, I will be leading several 
track walks early in the morning at Pacific  
Raceways and hopefully The Ridge.
 What should you be doing in the 
off-season? Getting ready for 2017 of 
course! Read as much as you can about 
performance driving. We are fortunate to  
have Ross Bentley in our own back yard;  
take advantage of his webinars, on-line 
weekly newsletter and try to attend on 
his in-person seminars. Start thinking 
about what your goals are, what aspect 
of your driving you want to improve, 
and yes, what modifications you want  
to make to the car.

 The journey to right seat starts at  
the beginning. Your instructors all  
started as D-group drivers and put the 
effort in to work on their driving skills. 
Not everyone wants or should be an 
instructor, but if you are an advanced 
driver, please consider it. We have a 
program in place to develop the skills 
needed to become one. Just let us know, 
we will help. 
 As you might know, I will no longer 
be President of the chapter which only 
means that I will have more time to  
devote to the track program. I am  
thinking about what changes and repairs 
I will be making to the speedy 318is 
“TRAKCAR” for 2017! So, ask Santa 
for a set of R-compounds and plan  
on freeing up track dates for 2017!
 See you in the paddock,

Steve Libby, President & Instructor 
Puget Sound Chapter BMW CCA

slibby57@gmail.com

2017 TRACK SEASON DATES

Pacific Raceways
May 12
June 16
July 14

August 25

The Ridge
September 30
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this past month the Club held its 
first TSD rally in several years. It was 
a great success! September 17 was the 
“Fall TSD” and our first of hopefully 
many similar events to come. Although 
we had a wet start in the morning, the 
rally started on time at 11:01am and 
each of our six teams completed without 
incident. We also had a great assortment 
of awesome cars on display from our 
competitors. 
 From our Motorsportreg.com signup 
page, we had eight teams register with 
six teams arriving by the start of the 
event. After a brief drivers meeting 
and an explanation of the general rules, 
teams lined up for a technical inspection  
and the start of the first transit.   
 Afterwards, the awards dinner  
was held in Lacey at Farrelli’s Pizza 
where teams ended up and exchanged 

2016 Fall TSD a Big Success!
experiences from the day while scores 
were being calculated. 
 After the success of this rally, the 
Club anticipates more TSD’s to come! 
Please stay tuned to ATS and Zündfolge 
for more information on upcoming 
dates and information. 

Evan Kouht

Lined up and Ready to Go.

TSD SCORES

Team # Points Class

 2 245 Experienced
 4 408 Experienced
 7 458 Experienced
 1 312 Novice
 5 377 Novice
 6 488 Novice
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With the onset of the gray and Wet,  
another season in ICSCC Conference  
racing is in the books. The PRO3 cham-
pionship went to Olivier Henrichot  
running away. His driving skill and  
car preparation made him a contender 
out of the gate and he sealed the  
championship before the final race  
with second place going to Corey Peters, 
third through 5th will be Chris Hart, 
Brad McAllister and Jim Cissell—not 
necessarily in that order. The seventh 
and eighth place positions will be  
Danielle Hovington and Brian Bercovitz  
or vice versa. Gama Aguilar will probably  
be ninth, and either Duncan Pearce or 
Matt Lowell tenth. 
 With a couple of noteworthy exceptions,  
the entire season went off without any 
serious incidents. Olivier suffered a  

The PRO3 Line
significant t-bone impact at Mission,  
and still managed to complete the  
race and win the championship in the 
damaged car. The final race at The 
Ridge Motorsports Park also had a 
couple of fender to fender episodes 
between PRO3 and other cars and a 
significant accident during the Enduro—
but everyone walked away. Speaking  
of walking away, local driving great 
Randy Blaylock announced his retire-
ment from racing at The Ridge. His in-
car video shows the tribute he received 
from workers and racers and Randy’s 
tearful reaction. www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Vvb1YicxPUw
 In late August PRO3 ventured to 
Sonoma Raceway and Laguna Seca to 
participate in the BMW Club Races 
as a feature at the 100th Anniversary 

Oktoberfest. PRO3 showed up with 
16 cars and 23 drivers of the 80 total, 
so we were well represented. It was 
fantastic to race among all BMW fields 
of some serious national-level talent 
and cars. The facilities, host club, and 
accommodations were all first cabin. 
PRO3 received the “Spirit of the Race” 
award—a checkered flag signed by 
all the participants. Notably, Danielle 
Hovington won her first race, and Kyle 
Byers won his race with an astonishing 
0.10 second lead at the finish line. 
 PRO3 racing remains one of the  
largest classes, but the grids were  
smaller this year. Perhaps because PRO3  
was extra busy with 13 Championship 
races, two Enduros, the Northwest 
Historics, the Rose Cup, and Laguna 
Seca. Firmly believing in “the more the 
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merrier,” Jim Cissell (206.933.8642) and 
Bill Ecker (253.709.7999) are available 
to answer any questions you have on 
how YOU can become a PRO3 driver. 
One thing you can do is visit one of our 
sponsors, Griot’s Garage in Tacoma. All 
through October they have eleven real 
race cars on display—including Michael 
Schumacher’s Ferrari F2000 Formula 
1 car, Nicki Lauda’s 1975 312T F1, 2 
Porsche 908’s, a 1967 Brabham F1, Colin 
McRae’s Focus WS WRC World Rally 
Car, and perhaps most importantly, 
Bill Ecker’s 1987 PRO3 car. Its part of 
Griot’s Gasoline and Caffeine events 
held Saturday mornings. 
 As far as your humble authors are 
concerned, Bill (#137) finished his first 
full season in PRO3 attending five 
Conference events (finishing fourth), 
two feature events and one Enduro. 
“This was a tremendous amount of fun, 
and although I wasn’t near the front of 
the pack, every race was a race; there 
was always at least one more car to dice 
with from green to checker, which is 
really where the fun is. Outside of that, 
the PRO3 (and Conference) paddock 
was an absolute blast. I made several 
new friends through struggle, sweat and 
passion over these weekends. I heartily 
encourage all you regular HPDE addicts  
to take a look at the race program and 

come out and give it a try. It is truly  
taking your skills to the next level.”
 Jim Cissell (#119), in addition to  
attending and finishing (thanks to Rhom 
Innovations) every single Conference 
and feature race this year, produced 
highlight videos of all the race weekends 
and co-wrote this column. He took  
first place in the Car Tender Enduro  
by default and appears to be in fourth  
or fifth place in the PRO3 standings.  
Of course there were the squirt guns, 
balloons, Crocs, and assorted antics  
he brought to the field to offset his  
distinctive car handling skills.
 What does next season hold?  
Well, Olivier, in the footsteps of former 

PRO3 Champions Chuck Hurley,  
Dan Rogers and Dan Gavrilia is selling 
his PRO3 car and building a SpecE46, 
opening the door for the next PRO3 
contender. 
 Over the winter, check out the  
program for Novice drivers, try some 
karting or HPDE events, or better still, 
look into becoming a volunteer for your 
local race club. That’s an inexpensive 
and rewarding path into racing. The 
drivers are eternally grateful for the 
folks in white who let it all happen. 
Meanwhile, I’m out to the shop to see 
if I can find another few HP over the 
winter. And Jim’s off to the bank to  
see if he can buy some.
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Danielle wins. Spirit of the Race award was accepted by Lance Richert on behalf of PRO3. 

PRO3 Champion Oliver Henrichot.
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in the last issue, I talked about my 
experiences as a civilian volunteering 
for the Washington State Patrol, helping 
them to train cadets doing DUI stops. 
A few weeks after that, I returned to 
the WSP Training Academy in May for 
a very different kind of scenario—the 
drug stop. This script and setup were 
elaborate, intending to show cadets both 
how a drug-sniffing dog works and the 
legal complexities of such a stop. For 
this reason, instead of FTOs, district 
attorneys and other legal professionals 
were on hand to coach the cadets, as 
they are the ones that intimately know 
exactly what causes legal cases to fall 
apart. If an officer misses documenting 
a single fact on their paperwork, fails to 
read the civilian their rights, or forgets 
even a minor step, that can mean the 
difference of someone being prosecuted  
for a DUI or the entire case being thrown  
out of court with the help of a sharp-eyed  
defense attorney.
 In this scenario, another woman and 
I are on our way to eastern Washington, 
where she is going to teach me how to 
cook meth. She is a long-time dealer and 
already has a warrant out for her arrest, 
whereas I have no prior record, and I’m 
the registered owner and driver of our 
vehicle. Our drug paraphernalia is in a 
backpack tossed in the back seat, and a 
K-9 officer has already hidden a small 
packet of cocaine under our car for her 
dog to find.
 We are stopped for not wearing seat- 
belts, but of course my companion is 
arrested as soon as they run her license 
and see her outstanding warrant. In 
this case, two cadets are on hand, which 

Driving in the Real World: Anatomy of a Drug Stop by Mi Ae Lipe

is useful for both questioning people 
separately and officer safety. As my 
friend is getting put in handcuffs, one 
officer asks her how we know each 
other, and my friend declares we’re old 
childhood friends. Since she’s already 
in trouble and has nothing to lose, she’s 
doing everything to throw me under the 
bus, even offering to cut a deal with the 
officers for her cooperation. Meanwhile, 
I’m telling the other officer that we just 
met that morning in Seattle in the line 
at Starbucks, and she needed a ride to 
Ellensburg and I just happened to be 
going that way. People lie and snitch on 
each other constantly in these situations, 
and it’s up to the officers to try to tease 
out what is actually happening through 
separate, careful questioning.
 Asked about the bag in the backseat,  
I tell my questioning officer it’s hers, not  
mine, and that I don’t know anything 
about its contents, since I just met her  
that morning and I’m giving her a ride.  
He then asks if I’d consent to him 
searching the inside of the car and its 
trunk. I tell him no. He then asks if I’d 
allow a drug-sniffing dog to check out 
the car. I say sure, the cute dog can 
come, but I won’t allow an officer to 

search the inside of the vehicle. I then 
explain that my pot-smoking brother 
sometimes uses the car and there may 
be a joint or two leftover in the vehicle 
that the dog might find, but it shouldn’t 
be anything more than the legal limit 
allowed (one ounce).
 There are a couple reasons for this 
setup: One is that consent must be  
obtained for each part of the vehicle. You  
can tell an officer that s/he can search the  
inside of the vehicle, but not the trunk, 
or vice versa. You may wonder about 
probable cause, but remember that I have  
no record and I’m the legal registered 
owner of the car. They have, however, 
arrested my friend who does have a  
prior history, so they strongly suspect 
that the backpack in the backseat 
(which I’m saying is hers) has drugs in 
it. But without proper consent to search 
and no apparent signs of my driving 
under the influence, they are helpless  
to take further action. If I had said no to 
the dog sniffing the car, they would have 
had no choice but to let me go  
(but retaining my friend, of course).
 Another point to remember is that 
marijuana was legalized in Washington 
State in 2012. I try to cover myself by 
saying that the car might have weed in 
it in case the dog finds something, but it 
also makes a difference for the officers 
documenting the case. Prior to 2012, all 
Washington State K-9 units were trained 
to find heroin, meth, marijuana, and 
powder and crystal forms of cocaine, but 
starting in 2013, marijuana was dropped 
from that list. That means, however, 
that a mix of dogs is still working, and 
the dogs cannot alert their handlers as 

PATRICK MILLER
“25 years of
precis ion automotive
service”

11908 - 124 Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98034

(Totem Lake) 425-823-1511

OMNI
BRAKE & ALIGNMENT, Inc.
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to what kind of or amount of drug they 
have found; so an older dog might alert 
for a legal amount of marijuana. Both 
dogs and their handlers have curricula 
vitae (CVs), showing their training 
qualifications, which must be noted  
by the officer at the scene; omission of 
such details can strengthen a defense 
attorney’s case.
 Once I have given consent for the car 
to be searched by the dog, the cadet has 
to read me my rights and ask me to sign 
a paper form that I’d been read them. 
This step is crucial; forgetting it can 
jeopardize the entire case, right down  
to actual wording of my rights.
 Piper is our heroine for the day, a 
beautiful and very energetic German 
Shepherd on a mission—to find drugs and  
play with her chew rope as a reward. 
Once she is released, she quickly circles 
the car, sniffing crazily. Within seconds 
she has found the cocaine that her 
handler had hidden on the underside of 
our Impala. She is also ready to bound 
inside the car, leap over the front seats, 
and check out that backpack. K-9 dogs 
are trained to either paw at or lie down 
when they find what they are looking for  
(an important consideration especially 
when sniffing out a potential bomb—
disturbing it could be deadly).
 Once Piper finds our drugs, my friend 
and I are both done for. My companion 
was handcuffed long ago and placed in 
the patrol car, but I’ve been allowed to 
stand outside unrestrained. The cadets 

and legal staff discuss other evidence 
that can be used. It’s generally better to 
keep people separated because catfights 
have been known to break out in the 
back of a squad car, but since a camera 
is running continuously inside the car, 
everything being said is being recorded, 
which can be pretty damning just in itself.
 I’d never want to be a police officer 
in a thousand years. Given the prevalence  
of guns, drugs, aggressive behavior, and 
increasing volatility of people under the  
influence of both legal and illicit substances,  
the mantra of “there is no such thing as 
a routine traffic stop” has never been 
more true. Every stop has the potential 
to be dangerous. Participating in these 
training sessions has revealed how 
vulnerable the officers can be at every 
juncture. Even the act of reaching into 
the glove box during a nighttime stop to 
get my registration papers could mean 
sudden death for an officer if I decide to 
pull out a weapon. On the other hand, 
as an FTO told me, “You can’t live your 
life in fear or you’d never be able to go 
out there.”
 From this experience, my perception 
of police officers has really changed. I’ve 
actually been stopped far more times for 
speeding than I care to recount (which 
may be surprising for a traffic safety 
advocate, but that too has shaped my 
interest in this field), and while the vast 
majority of the officers I’ve encountered 
have been impeccably professional, there  
have been a few notable exceptions. 

Sometimes our personal interaction with  
law enforcement, coupled by media  
coverage, leads to adversarial percep-
tions, of an “us versus them” mentality.
 This unique opportunity to volunteer  
and witness how officers are being trained  
opens the door to seeing situations from 
an officer’s perspective, and also ask 
questions of why they are trained the 
way they are and offer input. More than 
ever we are living in a time where law 
enforcement and community need to 
forge strong, healthy relationships based 
on empathy and collaboration, not 
division and fear. And this helps them 
out, too. To inquire about volunteering, 
contact the Washington State Patrol 
Academy at http://www.wsp.wa.gov/ 
employment/academy.htm, email them 
at questions@wsp.wa.gov, or call them  
at 360.432.7500.

Mi Ae Lipe is a freelance editor and 
graphic designer in Seattle, and is also 
a traffic safety advocate. In addition to 
writing a regular column in Zündfolge, 
she blogs on Driving in the Real World, 
streams daily driving news links and 
tips on Twitter at @DrivingReal, writes 
regularly for Roadio.com (an online 
magazine for UK driving instructors), 
and frequently collaborates with traffic 
safety organizations, NGOs, and indi-
viduals. In December 2015, she and 
fellow citizen advocate Mark Butcher 
were honored with a Target Zero 
Award by the Washington State Traffic 
Safety Commission for their outstand-
ing work in improving young driver 
safety in the state.
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The Monterey Weekend 2016: BMW Celebrates its Centennial
BmW’s participation in the 2016 
monterey car Weekend was billed 
as the biggest event of the company’s 
centennial year outside of Munich. BMW  
was all over the Monterey Peninsula, with  
a large presence at all the major events 
that are a part of the Weekend. This  
included on Friday, August 19,“Legends 
of the Autobahn”at the Nicklaus Golf 
Club and “The Quail,”A Motorsports 
Gathering, at the Quail Lodge & Golf 
Club. On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 
Laguna Seca Raceway was busy with the  
“Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion.”  
Saturday is the biggest day for the races 
since there are fewer conflicts. And 
Sunday, the anchor event for the whole 
weekend, the “66th Annual Pebble Beach  
Concours d’Elegance” was held at the 
Pebble Beach Golf Course. ‘Pebble’ is 
simply the top car show in the world.
 There are also a number of other 
events and drives, plus private parties all 

week long. Most of the manufacturers 
of luxury cars have a big involvement 
because of the demographics of those 
attending. This is a very wealthy group.

Legends of the Autobahn
Legends is a joint effort of the BMW, 
Audi and Mercedes Clubs. It is the 
bargain of the Monterey Weekend as 
it is free to spectators. The setting is 
the Nicklaus Golf Club, which is near 
Laguna Seca. Directions to the event 
were challenging and the portable toilet 
situation was abysmal. Otherwise,  
the event was great with hundreds of 
spectacular cars.
 BMW Group Classic had a tent with 
information about their services and 
brought a number of cars. Perhaps the 
highlight for me was a prewar 328 that 
arrived in barely running, unrestored 
condition. The car was purchased in 
1952 by an American stationed in 

by David Lightfoot

The Nicklaus Golf Club provided a beautiful location for Legends of the Autobahn.

This rough 328 was purchased by an 
American soldier in 1952 and brought 
home in 1957.

These three 328s drove over from  
Laguna Seca.

Germany. He still owns it and his son is 
attempting to restore it, doing the work 
himself. It was rough but charming and 
wore the 1957 U.S. Forces in Germany 
license plate that it must have had when 
it was brought home. There was also a 
display of historical photos of the car. 
Patina is great but this 328 is beyond 
that. I hope it gets the restoration it 
deserves.
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Continued on Page 16

The Quail, A Motorsports Gathering
The Quail is the priciest event of the 
weekend at $600 per person and it sells  
out early. This show has the most exotic 
modern cars of any of the shows on the 
Peninsula. We saw a dozen Paganis, nine 
Bugatti Veyrons plus the only Bugatti 
Chiron prototype. There were two  
Koenigseggs and McLarens too numerous  

These historical photos will be useful as 
this 328 is restored. 

This iconic Davidoff liveried McLaren F1 
was also shown at The Quail. 

The 2002 Hommage in a new faux Jagermeister livery made its debut at The Quail.

This McLaren F1 prototype was shown 
at The Quail by Craig McCaw. It sports a 
BMW V12 engine. 

to count. The fiftieth anniversary of the 
Lamborghini Muira was celebrated with 
25 examples. Ferraris and Lamborghinis 
were so common that one quit even 
remarking on them.
 For BMW, there was the 2002 Hommage  
in faux Jagermeister livery being shown. 
The Z8 club was there with 28 examples. 
The Z8 Club had their dinner the night 
before with Henrik Fisker, the Z8’s 
designer, as their speaker. At The Quail, 
Henrik was there and autographed 
the dash of every car for their owners. 
BMW also showed an M4 GTS.
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Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion
The historic races as Laguna Seca are 
amongst the best in the world. Many 
are turned away but with BMW being 
the featured marque, 64 historic BMWs 
were allowed to participate. This is in 
addition to the huge display that BMW 
of North America and BMW Group 
Classic from Munich brought to race 
and show.
 BMW had an enormous tent in the 
middle of the paddock. BMW CCA had 
their annual Festorics Corral with hun-
dreds of spectator cars and a hospitality 
area with catered lunch. None of this 
was cheap but it was very well done.
Besides watching the races, there were 
presentations in the paddock featuring 
BMW drivers from the past and present.  
And wandering the paddock was a 
feast for the eyes as there were historic 
BMWs everywhere.
 Of special note, The Phil Remington 
Award, presented to the mechanic who 
demonstrates exceptional skill, went  
to chapter member Terry Forland. Terry 
is one of the owners of Racecraft in 
Woodinville and got his start on the 
racetrack with our local BMW CCA 
High Performance Driving Schools. 
Congratulations Terry! And one of 
Terry’s customers, Steve Walker from 
Amity, Oregon, won the Bonhams  
Cup Award presented to participants 
in the featured morning races that best 
exemplify the spirit of the event.

The Monterey Weekend 2016 Continued from Page 15

The 1986 GTP raced in IMSA.

BMW NA Ludwig Willisch at the press 
event on Thursday at Laguna. He later 
changed to a driving suit and piloted a 
3.0CSL in the races. 

An impressive gathering of CSLs outside BMW’s enormous tent at Laguna Seca. 

Brian Redman signing posters in the BMW tent. 

Peter Gleeson’s “Cow Car” 3.0CSL keeps 
good company at Laguna Seca. That’s a 
copy of the Calder car, not the original.
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BMW Villa at Pebble Beach
All the luxury car manufacturers have 
pavilions at Pebble Beach during the 
car weekend. These are used to show 
their past, new and future products and 
influence buying decisions. Mercedes 
has a huge temporary building. Bentley 
always has a nice pavilion. One of the 
best was Infiniti, which was the first stop 
after the shuttle bus drop-off. The very 
best was the Bugatti party. I could peek 
in but only those capable of buying a 
$2.6M car got invitations.
 The BMW Villa was a disappointment.  
The event company handling operations 
for BMW sent me an invitation, said 
that they would confirm my reservation,  
and then didn’t. They didn’t return 
phone calls. On-site they were the least 
hospitable of all the manufacturers I 
visited. I wonder why BMW sales are 
down in the U.S. this year.

Buy a new Bugatti Chiron for $2.6 million  
and they’ll throw in a free pillow.

Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance
The Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance 
is simply the best in the world. Many try 
to emulate it, and there are some very 
good shows elsewhere, but this is really 
what they all aspire to. There are over  
200 cars and motorcycles invited to  
participate. Far more are turned away. 
Most collectors consider it a big “win” 
to just participate in the show.
 Then there are the spectators, who 
number in the thousands, despite prices 
that start at $325 per person, paid in 
advance! And while the gates were 
supposed to be open at 10:30, in fact the 
lawn was jammed with people by 10:00.
 To mark the BMW Centennial, Pebble  
had three BMW classes: N-1 BMW  

Centennial Prewar, N-2 BMW Centen-
nial Postwar and X BMW Motorcycles.
 Our local chapter members did 
extraordinarily well at Pebble Beach. 
In the postwar class, Byron Sanborn 
showed his 2002 Turbo, the first 2002 
to ever be on the lawn at Pebble. The 
car took third in class. Second in class 
was won by noted local collector, Peter 
Gleeson, with one of his 3.0 CSLs. This 
is a 1974 blue Batmobile, probably the 
finest street Batmobile in the world. 
First in class was a 1958 507 Series II 
owned by The Patterson Collection of 
Louisville, Kentucky. This is the same 
507 that was previously in the Pray  
Collection and set a record by selling  
at auction for $2.4 million in 2014.  
It’s a nice car.
 Besides the honors to Byron and  
Peter, we should give honorable mention  
to Pete’s wife Jennifer. Pete had to leave  
their hotel room very early to get their 
BMW M1 Art Car, painted by Frank 
Stella, down to its oceanside spot. 
Jennifer was left to find someone to 
jumpstart the normally reliable CSL; it 
had a dead battery. Oh yes, then Peter 
discovered the M1’s air dam was back 
in the hotel room! Jennifer fetched it 
and found someone with a golf cart to 
transport both her and the air dam. But 
the damn dam wouldn’t fit in the golf 
cart! So Jennifer put it on the top of the 
golf cart and rode on the back of the 
cart, standing up fireman’s style, through 
the Pebble Beach dawn fog. Wife-of-the-
year honors? I think we have a winner.
 On Sunday at Pebble Beach, the 507 
previously owned by Elvis Presley, made  
its post-restoration debut. It was “display  
only,” that is, not judged. The car is now 
as good as new, maybe better. There 
are videos all over YouTube about the 
history of this car. Next to the Elvis 507, 
lined up along the Pacific, were the first 
and most recent BMW Art Cars. That’s 
the Calder and Koons cars. This was my 
first time seeing the Koons car in person 
and it is impressive.
 BMW Group Classic also showed 
at Pebble the 1939 328 Touring Coupe, 
probably the most famous and valuable 
BMW in the world. This is the car that 
won the Mille Miglia in 1940. It is fully 

restored and, frankly, looks like a new 
car. Contrast this with the 328 crease-
fendered roadster, which was also part 
of the 1940 Mille Miglia team. This car 
is privately owned, by Oscar Davis, and 
appears to have never been restored. 
The patina is fabulous. This car is, in my 
opinion, the best looking BMW ever 
made. The 328 roadsters are beautiful 
and this one, with the unique fender 
creases, just does it for me.

Founding chapter member Byron San-
born with his 2002 Turbo, the first 2002 
to ever grace the Pebble Beach lawn. 

Pete Gleeson chats with a spectator 
while Jennifer backs him up. 

The Mille Miglia winning 328 Touring 
Coupe is the most famous BMW in the 
world. 

Continued on Page 18
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The Monterey Weekend 2016 Continued from Page 17

The famous crease-fendered 328, owned 
by Oscar Davis. This was another Mille 
Miglia car in 1940. 

This one of one 1960 Autenreith 3200 Super was breathtaking. It isn’t often one 
sees a four-door convertible.
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The Elvis Presley 507
The story has been told about the Elvis 
Presley 507. The car had been owned by  
Jack Castor, who stored it with a number  
of other cars in a barn in Half Moon 
Bay, California. Jack also owned another 
507, which he intended to use as a guide 
to restoration. He never got around to 
doing either.
 About three years ago, Jackie Jouret, 
Editor of Bimmer Magazine had  
determined what the serial number was 
for the Elvis Presley car. She put out  
a call for collectors to try and locate  
the car. She got a call from Jack Castor, 
who ironically was located not far  
from Bimmer’s Bay Area office. Jackie 
went to meet Jack Castor and they  
determined that the rotting, red 507  
was, in fact, the Elvis car.
 Eventually Mr. Castor negotiated 
a deal with BMW Group Classic to 
restore both cars. I’m not privy to the 
deal they made, but my understanding 
is that Castor would be provided the 
second 507 in fully restored condition. 
Meanwhile, BMW Group Classic would 
receive the Elvis car upon Castor’s  
passing, in exchange for restoring both 
cars. As it turned out, Castor did not live 
long enough to see the restored cars, 
passing away two years ago.
 Meanwhile, both 507s were completed  
and air shipped from Munich to LAX 

the Monday before the Monterey  
Weekend. The Elvis car, finished in its 
original color of Feather White, debuted 
at Pebble Beach. Jack Castor’s widow 
was there and posed with the car.
 The second 507 was also restored  
in white but in this case it was Ash 
White. Ash White has a bit of gray in it 
while Feather White is a little creamier. 
The Ash White car was presented to 
Ron Gilmartin, a long-time friend and 
companion of Jack Castor. Presumably  
Mr. Gilmartin purchased the car from 
Castor’s estate. I had the chance to 
talk to Ron Gilmartin at the BMW 

This 1923 R32 is a rare example of BMW’s first motorcycle. 
Jack Castor’s widow poses with the 
newly restored Elvis 507. 

Only at Pebble Beach would you see Elvis Presley’s 507 with the first and most  
recent BMW Art Cars.

Villa, where the car was on display. 
Mr. Gilmartin was looking forward to 
driving the 507 home at the end of the 
weekend. He had cleared a spot for it  
in his garage.
 To see many more photos from the 
Monterey Weekend, go to the chapter 
website: www.bmwpugetsound.com. 
At the top, click on BMW News and 
then find the blog post on the Monterey 
Weekend. It includes every BMW car 
and motorcycle that participated in the 
Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance. 
Plus, many of the BMW race cars from 
Laguna Seca are featured. 
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Peter Gleeson,  
Master Collector Event
america’s car museum in tacoma has a Master 
Collectors series they run. Past Master Collector  
they have featured include:
 2012 Nicola Bulgari
 2013 Ken & Patty McBride
 2014 Peter Hageman, Al McEwan and  
  Glenn Mounger
 2015 Stephen Plaster

 For 2016, ACM’s Master Collector is our Chapter’s  
own Peter Gleeson. Most Chapter members will 
know who Peter is and perhaps have seen his ever 
changing collection. 
 As part of the celebration of being honored as a 
Master Collector, many of Peter’s cars are on display 
for a year at ACM. ACM has made a wonderful video 
of Peter’s passion for cars in general and BMWs in 
particular. Just search YouTube for Master Collector 
Peter Gleeson. 
 And to hear Peter talk about his collection in  
person, you should attend a very special event we  
will be holding January 28, Saturday, at ACM. Starting  
at 10:00 am, Peter will be talking about each of his 
cars that are part of the Master Collector display at 
ACM. Of course, after Peter’s presentation, you can 
go upstairs and see the other cars on display and  
have lunch at the onsite restaurant if you like. 
 We’ll have a special group tour rate of $12 per person.  
Doors will open at 9:30 am so that the presentation 
can start promptly at 10:00 am. 

January 28, Saturday
10:00 am to noon (get there between 9:30 and 9:50)
2702 East D Street, Tacoma, WA 98421

Chapter member Peter Gleeson had two cars in the 
show at Pebble, his M1 Art Car and a blue 3.0CSL.  
The CSL was judged second in class. 






